Certain documents or portions of documents related to this training may be exempt from disclosure under the California Public Records Act on one or more of the following grounds:

a. They are records dealing with security and safety procedures that are exempt pursuant to Government Code Section 6254(f). *(Northern California Police Practices Project v. Craig (1979) 90 Cal.App.3d 116, 121-122.)*

b. They are materials for which the City of San Rafael does not hold the copyright or have permission to publish.

Where exempt material can be reasonably segregated from nonexempt material in these records, the exempt material has been redacted and the nonexempt material is shown. Where it is not reasonably possible to segregate out the exempt material, the Department is withholding the entire document from disclosure.
MEMORANDUM

DATE: 5/04/09

TO: MATTHEW ODETTO, CHIEF OF POLICE
    JEFF FRANZINI, CAPTAIN
    DAVE STARNES, CAPTAIN
    ALAN PIOMBO, LIEUTENANT

FROM: CORPORAL MIKE MATHIS
      OFFICER CHRISTIAN DIAZ
      TRAINING MANAGERS/INSTRUCTORS

RE: FINAL REPORT
    SDAT/ BLOOD BOURNE PATHOGENS/ A.E.D. CERTIFICATION
    MARCH 2009

On the CD-Rom attached you will find the course outline, safety policies, training record sheets, individual POST arrest and control records, written Blood Bourne Pathogens exam results, class sign in sheets and the POST course rosters. There were a total of six sessions presented including two “ghost” dates. The first session was on 3/3/09 and the last session at the time of this report was 4/1/09. The training was perishable SDAT incorporating the SDAT Hitman. Officers were tested in their command presence, verbal skills, pugilistic, OC, and the ASP baton. The class was held at the National Guard Armory in San Rafael.

Our training day started with the officers registering for the class and then they were given an overview of the day. After registration, a review of SRPD Force Continuum
- Display and use of appropriate weapon (i.e. baton, pepper spray)
- Officer(s) use weapons as trained; Short bursts of OC at an appropriate distance  
  Baton is swung at a 45 degree angle
- Officers communicate with one another. If separate force options are used please note if used appropriately (avoiding cross contamination/ or striking one another)

8 Tiburon PD officers participated in the SDAT training. All 8 members of Tiburon PD exhibited a positive attitude and willingness to learn.

On 3/6/09, during morning lecture prior to any physical activity.

After the lunch break officers returned for the second half of the training day. Officers watched a half hour OSHA video related to Blood Bourne pathogens. All officers took a written test on the material and passed.

All officers then attended a two hour A.E.D. course taught by Sergeant Bean. All officers passed a practical A.E.D application scenario applying the proper use of an A.E.D.

**P.O.S.T. CERTIFICATION:**

1. Arrest and Control  
   4 hours

**SAFETY ISSUES:**

There were no reported safety issues

**REMEDIAL TRAINING:**

During the sustained resistance scenario, San Rafael Officer [Redacted] and San Rafael Reserve [Redacted] were found to satisfactorily complete the exercise. [Redacted] participated in a 4 hour remedial ASP baton Training conducted on 3/26/09 at SRFD station #3. [Redacted] responded well and satisfactorily completed the training.

It is my recommendation that Reserve Officer [Redacted] and Tiburon PD Sergeant [Redacted] take additional ASP baton training due to the fact their technique in using the ASP baton have degraded and additional training would bring their skill level up to an appropriate level.

**EQUIPMENT CHECK:**
All officers had the correct equipment for training.

**DID NOT COMPLETE OR ATTEND THE SDAT PORTION OF THE PHASE TRAINING:**

**CONCLUSION:**

During all training days it was evident that a majority of our line personnel’s fitness level is below average. Numerous officers were winded and showed signs of fatigue during each scenario. There were a few officers whose baton strikes showed lack of power and accuracy when striking the Hit Man.

Most officers showed a positive attitude. On average, each individual officer’s effort and performance in this phase of training was very good. The feedback that I received from each class was very positive. The officers were confident in their abilities in the use of their baton.
SAN RAFAEL POLICE DEPARTMENT

TRAINING UNIT

SDAT/ AED/ Blood Bourne Pathogens
March 2009

DATE: 03/12 2009
TO: ALL SRPD OFFICERS
FROM: CHRISTIAN DIAZ/ MICHAEL MATHIS TRAINING MANAGERS

RE: SDAT/ AED/ Blood Bourne Pathogens (Make-up Dates)
March 2009

LOCATION: National Guard Armory.

DATES:

- 3/31 Any sworn personal that did not attend
- 4/2 Any sworn personal that did not attend

Maximum of 16 Students including Tiburon PD (TPD is allowed 3 allotted positions)

TIME: 0800 hours to 1600 hours

UNIFORM: TRAINING UNIFORM, SRPD ball cap. (No civilian Clothing).

EQUIPMENT: Duty Belt, Tennis shoes
SCHEDULE:

0800 - 0815 hrs.  Equipment check, sign in for class
0815 - 0900 hrs  SDAT discussion and stretching
0900 - 1200 hrs  SDAT
1200 - 1300 hrs  Lunch
1300 - 1400 hrs  Blood Bourne Pathogens
1400 - 1600 hrs  AED